National Productivity week celebration

12th- 18th February 2017

(From waste to Profits through Reduce, Recycle and Reuse)

1. DCFR celebrated National Productivity week during Feb 12 to 18, 2017 when Scientists and staff actively participated and interacted.

2. On this occasion 74 Students and staff of Whitehall School, Haldwani visited DCFR. They were told about various fisheries programmes of the institute and the common interest of children on fish was discussed. Further, Scientists of DCFR also created awareness amongst children how fish can help us keeping our aquatic environment clean. Ornamental fish keeping in aquarium attracted students and the same was shown.

3. Scientists of the DCFR Dr. N.N. Pandey, Principal Scientist, Dr. Debajit Sarma, Principal Scientist and Dr. (Mrs.) P.K. Sahoo, Principal Scientist delivered a lecture on the theme of National Productivity from the waste to Profits through Reduce, Recycle and Reuse.

4. On 13.02.2017 and 18.02.2017 waste collected in the premises of DCFR was burnt and dumped in a pit for recycling.

5. ICAR-DCFR National Productivity week celebration concluded on 18.02.2017. On this occasion Director of DCFR delivered a lecture on the theme of National Productivity from the waste to Profits through Reduce, Recycle and Reuse. On this occasion 45 Students of B.Vsc. Mizoram and staff were also present who took interest in it and were also apprised of the activities of the DCFR.